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Abstract

The POODLE project has been working to develop personalized information retrieval sys-
tems by inferring aspects of the user’s situation as they engage in information search properties.
A series of user studies have investigated the influence of task type, level of user knowledge,
and individual differences, especially cognitive abilities, on observable behaviors with the goal
of building user models that can be used to predict user and task properties during the search
session. A multiple source logging systems was used that captured high level behaviors, such as
document use, along with low-level activities including mouse movement and eye movements.

Eye tracking has already been used by several groups to investigate information retrieval
problems, such as attention during SERP link selection processes and detection of relevance.
Eye movement is cognitively-controlled and it provides direct evidence for user cognitive pro-
cessing states. There is a strong foundation of research in cognitive science regarding cognitive
processing and eye movements. With a user-centered perspective on information search and
retrieval, eye movement analysis is a new research frontier to study information search. It has
the promise of making direct measurement of user mental states during search to infer task
and user properties that can provide a basis for personalization of the ongoing interaction with
the search system.

We have developed a new methodology for analysis of eye movement patterns based on mod-
els of the reading process. I’ll describe the methodology and algorithmn and present recent
published work showing users change low-level information acquisition strategies in ways that
reflect properties of their high-level task. Our most recent work has extended the methodology
to measure some aspects of the amount of cognitive processing by a user while acquiring infor-
mation during realistic IR work tasks in the journalism domain. The results show the cognitive
effort measures are well correlated with task properties that contribute to task difficulty. They
also match with the participant’s assessment of the actual difficulty of their task.

One attractive element of our methodology is that it can be applied to eye tracking data in
any (textual) information setting and used to give real-time estimates of cognitive effort, and
rate of information acquisition. We are using these measures to explore relationships with query
formulation and document use, and to identify sub-task segments and task stages. I’ll discuss
the potential to extend our cognitive effort modeling approach to make direct measurement of
user domain knowledge and recognize when learning takes place during search.
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